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Take a look around
Tell me what you see
Are you looking for a good time baby
Do you ever think of me
Come on hey

Please let me know
If you can't sleep at night
For I know the reason ha ha
And it makes me feel alright

Take a look around
Tell me what you see
Are you looking for a good time baby
And do you ever think of me

Together we can touch the sun
Reach up to the moon and stars
Baby life has just begun
And most of all
I want you the way you are

We're gonna take a trip
That's so cool so sweet
In a rocketship
It's gonna be excactly what we need

I want you to know
What you mean to me
Dreams sometimes come true
When you're surrounded by positivity

Together we can touch the sun
Reach up to the moon and stars
Baby life has just begun
But most of all
I want you the way you are
You the way you are

You're my number one
My ticket to the sun
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You're my everything
Baby baby you're so much fun
I want you so
How am I to know
Let's turn the lights down low
Come on now let it snow

Dee dee dee dee 'n dee
Da da da da da do dee dow
Come on and sing with me

That that I didn't do
That that I didn't doop de do
That that I didn't do do
Come on and sing with me

Together we can touch the sun
Reach up to the moon and stars
Baby life has just begun
And most of all

Take a look around
And tell me what you see
Are you looking for a good time baby
Do you ever think of me
Hey come on

Just the way you are
Just the way you are
I love the way you are
Yeah just your way
Your funny way
'Cause you're my superstar
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